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description

CODE : env-219

INSK
MADE

This water soluble cleaner
and degreaser dissolves fat
and emulsifies soils allowing
them to be wiped or mopped
away with ease. This all-purpose degreaser can be used full
strength to clean tankers and engines or diluted for light
cleaning of walls, floors and tile. Caution should be taken while
using this product around painted surfaces.

applications
usage
Dilute according to recommendations and spray on surface to be
cleaned. Allow adequate time for penetrants and degreasers to
work, then rinse thoroughly. DO NOT spray on food.
LIGHT CLEANING: Dilute Blast Degreaser with 80 parts water
Use areas:
and composite tile.

automotive transportation
equipment, tankers, engines,
whitewall tires, carbon build up and
vandalism marks

HEAVY CLEANING: Use full strength (rinse after cleaning)
Use areas: Automotive transportation equipment, tankers,
engines, whitewall tires, carbon build up and vandalism
marks.

no

animal

testing

appliances, stainless steel,
chrome, rubber, vinyl,
types of hard surfaces,

MEDIUM CLEANING: Dilute with 10-40 parts water.
Use areas: Appliances, stainless steel, chrome, rubber, vinyl,

NOTE: Suggested dilution recommendations are general and
may vary depending on conditions and amount of grease build
up. Always test on inconspicuous area before using. Areas
subject to food contact should be rinsed thoroughly with
water after cleaning.

tanks, tubs, tile, sinks,

PROGRESSIVE

CHEMISTRY
Our specially formulated Blast Degreaser
actually attacks the molecular structures
that bond dirt and grime to surfaces. Blast
easily and quickly wiped or mopped away.

+ INGREDIENTS

be made completely cruelty-free. We
perform no animal testing and none of
our ingredients contain animal
products or by-products.

biodegradable
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specifications
Physical Form

Liquid

Colour

Purple

Odour

storage

Chemical scent

Flammability

Non-Flammable

pH

Store locked up

13.0 - 13.5

Store in a dry, cool,
well-ventilated area

dosage instructions
APPLICATION
Light cleaning

1:80

Medium cleaning

1:10-40

Pressure washer
Pump up sprayer
Spray bottle
Sprayer

SHELF LIFE:

2

associated with transport. Instead of shipping mostly water, we are

HDS-403156

sending you a super concentrated product that you simply dilute with

RAW-B95E

tap water. This allows us to pass the savings on to you!

RAW-TS100

Brush handle 60”

ATG-52509

one of the most commonly and easily recycled plastics!

Concentrated products save on packaging, energy, and emissions

KAR-15209160

ATG-315

This packaging is made from high density polyethylene (HDPE)

HDPE

CODE:

Acid wash brush

1 year minimum after opening

packaging

Full strength

accessories
ITEM:

Store away from direct
sunlight and heat

Store in original container with closed lid.

DILUTION

Heavy cleaning

Do not allow to freeze

AVAILABLE IN: 4L, 20L, 205L, 1000L

precautions

Wear protective gloves and eye protection when dealing with concentrated product.
For more information or Safety Data Sheets (SDS) please contact us or see our website.

automotive

